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1. INTRODUCTION
w xThe paper of the title 5 deals with the dependence of the zeros
 .z s z T of the exponential binomial
H z [ P z q Q z eyz T , z g C, 1.1 .  .  .  .T
 .  .on the delay parameter T G 0. The authors call H z stable if H z s 0T T
 .  .  .implies Re z - 0 and H z is unstable if H z has at least one root inT T
 .  .Re z ) 0. The parameter value T s T is a stability switch if H zc T
 . < <changes its stability attribute with sgn T y T where T y T is smallc c
 .  .  .enough. First, the coefficients P z , Q z in 1.1 are assumed to be
polynomials subjected to the restrictions listed later. Then the class of the
allowed coefficients is enlarged. The result for the generalized case in
 .which the coefficients are analytical in Re z ) yd , d ) 0, is laid down in
w xTheorem 1 of 5 . Such analytical coefficients allow the treatment of
difference-differential equations with several delays and of equations with
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distributed delays. Normally, stability investigations in both classes of
equations pose severe difficulties. So, an approach to such equations from
 .the case 1.1 with one discrete delay, which is somewhat better under-
stood, is welcome and worthy of careful consideration.
w xAs expressed in Sections 1, 3, and 5 of 5 , the intention of the authors
 .  .was to extend the retarded polynomial case deg P ) deg Q to the case of
analytical coefficients P, Q. In the retarded polynomial case, all zeros of
 .  .H z lie in a compact set in Re z G 0. We shall show that the setT
w xof allowed P, Q in Theorem 1 of 5 is too large so that this theorem, as it
stands, is incorrect. We propose a corrected version. Further, we provide
some accompanying results. An alternative derivation of a central formula
w xof 5 is given and the nontrivial problem of the actual determination of
the set T of T for which H is stable is addressed.T
In the sequel, z denotes the complex conjugate to z [ x q iy, x, y g R.
The letter i is exclusively reserved for the imaginary unit, i2 s y1. As
w x  4  .  4usual, x [ max k g Z: k F x for x g R, and ln z , z g C _ 0 denotes
 .the principal branch of the general natural logarithm Ln z . The function
 .ln z is real for z ) 0. The branch cut is the negative real axis and
 . w  .xarg z [ Im ln z s p on the upper margin of the branch cut. The
 . w  .xgeneral argument function is Arg z [ Im Ln z . `` A [ B'' or ``B \ A''
 .redefines A by B. The expression k s a b c means: the variable k g Z
  . 4runs from a to c in steps of b. The imaginary axis I [ z g C: Re z s 0
  . 4is the boundary of the closed right half-plane H [ z g C: Re z G 0 .
w xFor our purposes, it is unavoidable to repeat Theorem 1 of 5 in its full
length.
w x  .  .THEOREM 1 of 5 . Consider the equation H z s 0 with H z fromT T
 .  .1.1 where P and Q are analytic functions in a right half-plane Re z ) yd ,
d ) 0, which satisfy the following conditions.
 .  .  .i P z and Q z ha¨e no common imaginary zero.
 .  .  .  .  .ii P yiy s P iy , Q yiy s Q iy , for real y.
 .  .  .iii P 0 q Q 0 / 0.
 .  .iv There are at most a finite number of roots of H z in the rightT
half-plane when T s 0.
 .  . <  . < 2 <  . < 2v F y [ P iy y Q iy for real y has at most a finite number
of real zeros.
Under these conditions, the following statements are true.
 .  .a Suppose that the equation F y s 0 has no positive roots. Then
 .if H z is stable at T s 0 it remains stable for all T G 0, whereas if it isT
unstable at T s 0 it remains unstable for all T G 0.
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 .  .b Suppose that the equation F y s 0 has at least one positive
root and that each positive root is simple. As T increases, stability switches
 .  .may occur. There exists a positive number T* such that H z from 1.1T
is unstable for all T ) T*. As T varies from 0 to T*, at most a finite
number of stability switches may occur.
2. A COUNTEREXAMPLE
In order to falsify Theorem 1 in the polynomial case we consider
a H z [ 1 q 2 q z eyz T , .  .  .T 2.1 .yz Tb H z [ 1 q ze . .  .T
 .  .  .  .  2 .This means P z [ 1 and a Q z [ 2 q z, F y [ 1 y 4 q y and, in
 .  .  . 2  .the second choice, b Q z [ z, F y [ 1 y y , F9 y s y2 y / 0 for
 .  .y / 0. Clearly, the hypotheses i to v are satisfied for both choices of HT
 .  .  .  .from 2.1 . We observe that H z is stable in both cases. In case a , F y0
 .has no zero. According to Theorem 1, the first H z is stable for allT
 .T ) 0. This, however, is false. Both H z have infinitely many zeros in HT
for T ) 0. We provide a detailed argumentation to see this.
 .For T ) 0, the H z are integral functions having infinitely many zerosT
with infinity as the only point of accumulation. Now, all zeros of the first
 .H z are distributed along the curveT
22 xT< < ’y s e y 2 q x \ Y x . 2.2 .  .  .
 .If x G 0 is large enough, x G x T , say, the expression under the root sign0
 .  .is nonnegative and Y x defined. Hence, the right half-plane Re z G
 .  .  .x T , x T - q`, contains infinitely many roots of H z . The last0 0 T
 .statement is also valid for the second H z . In that case, y s 1 is theT
 .unique positive root of F y s 0. This root is simple. We know already
that the H presently under consideration is unstable for T ) 0. TheoremT
1 assures the existence of a T* ) 0 such that H is unstable for T ) T*.T
w .In 0, T* stability switches may or may not occur. In fact, they do not and
 .the limes inferior of all T* is T* s 0. So, we cannot falsify statement b of
Theorem 1. On the other hand, the information supplied by Theorem 1 is
meager. It is not able to detect that the second H is unstable for allT
T ) 0. We have treated the coefficients as analytic functions and not as
 .  .polynomials. Because of the degree restriction deg P ) deg Q in Section
w x3 of 5 , the counterexample were not possible. Theorem 1, when restricted
to polynomials, imposes no degree restriction on the pair P, Q. So, for-
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 .  . w xmally, either the degree restriction deg P ) deg Q of Section 3 in 5 is
unnecessary or a condition in Theorem 1 which reduces to the degree
restriction insufficiencies in Theorem 1. It is known that the degree
restriction is necessary and our counterexample has demonstrated this in a
 .special case. Thus iv cannot be considered as the searched generalization
 .  .of deg P ) deg Q to the case of analytical coefficients.
In order to devise a counterexample which belongs not to the polyno-
 .  .mial case, we generalize a of 2.1 slightly to
a yzTH z [ 1 q 2 q z e , 0 - a - 1. 2.3 .  .  .T
 .  .aAs before, all five hypotheses are satisfied. The coefficient Q z [ 2 q z
 .is positive for positive z and an analytic function in Re z ) yd , d [ 2.
 .  2 .a  .Again, F y [ 1 y 4 q y is zero-free. Obviously, H z is also zero-0
 .free in H. In contrast to the assertion of Theorem 1, H z , which is thisT
time not an integral function, has for T ) 0 infinitely many zeros in H. It
is not difficult to verify the last statement.
 .What is wrong in the proof of Theorem 1? The critical hypothesis is iv .
 .It is not at all invoked in the proof of statement a . In the proof of
 .statement b , it is invoked but a false conclusion is drawn therefrom. By
 .our counterexamples we saw that H z were allowed which have no zerosT
for T s 0 in H and infinitely many zeros for T ) 0. We repeat, this case
cannot be seen as the generalization of the retarded case in which the
 .zeros of H z in H lie in a compact set. We propose the replacement ofT
 .hypothesis iv by the growth restriction
Q z .
< <iv9 lim sup : z ª `, Re z G 0 F L - 1. 2.4 .  .  . 5P z .
It reduces in the polynomial case, when taken with L [ 0, exactly to the
w xdegree restriction. Further, it surpasses the intention of the authors of 5
 .  .in that it does not exclude the neutral polynomial case deg P s deg Q .
The next theorem, which is only a simple exercise in using Rouche'sÂ
 .  .theorem, shows that 2.4 confines the zeros of H z in a compact set.T
This implies that H contains only finitely many zeros, for analytical
functions can only have finitely many zeros in a bounded set in C.
 .  .THEOREM 2.1. The zeros of H z from 1.1 in H, different from theT
 .  .  .  .common zeros of the pair P z , Q z , lie in a compact set if P z , Q z are
 .analytical functions in an open set containing H and if 2.4 holds.
 .  .  .Proof. Each common zero counting multiplicity of the pair P z , Q z
 .  .  .  .  .is a zero of H z . The example P z [ z cos z , Q z [ cos z showsT
that there may be infinitely many such zeros. If so, they cannot lie in a
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 .compact set in H. In the polynomial case, a vanishing resultant R P, Q
 .indicates common zeros. Possible further zeros of H z are the zeros ofT
Q z .
zTF z [ e q . 2.5 .  .
P z .
 .  .Naturally, Q z rP z is defined with the understanding that all removable
singularities are removed. In other words, all common zeros are cancelled.
 .We have to show that the zeros of F z in H lie in a compact set. This is
 .  .true if F z is zero-free in the complement with respect to H, always of
the rectangular domain R , j s 1, defined byj
0 F Re z F A , yB F Im z F C , 2.6 .  .  .j j j
where A , B , C ) 0 are large enough. Consider two domains R , R withj j j 1 2
R ; R and denote by ­ R the boundary of R _ R ; see Fig. 1. We1 2 2 1
 . zT  .  .  .consider the functions F z [ e and F z [ Q z rP z in the inte-1 2
rior of R _ R and on ­ R. Obviously,2 1
< <min F z : z g ­ R s 1. 2.7 4 .  .1
 .Since L - 1, we can find an e ) 0 such that L q e - 1. F z may have2
<  . < < <poles in H. The bound F z F L for z ª ` in H allows us to choose R2 1
 .so large that F z is analytical in the closed complement of R . Moreover,2 1
FIG. 1. The region R _ R from the proof of Theorem 2.1.2 1
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 .we can choose R s R e so large that1 1
< <M [ max F z : z g ­ R F L q e 2.8 4 .  .2
holds. Now, ­ R \ ­ R j ­ R , where ­ R is that part of ­ R which lies1 2 1
in R and ­ R is the remaining part for ­ R. From the maximum principle1 2
it follows that M is attained in ­ R and not on ­ R . So, M depends not1 2
 .on R . From the analyticity of F z in the closure of R _ R follows the2 2 2 1
 .  .  .analyticity of F z [ F z q F z in the same closed region. Since1 2
<  . < <  . <  .F z ) F z on ­ R, Rouche's theorem assures that F z has as manyÂ1 2 2
 .zeros in R _ R as F z has, namely, none. This is true for all R > R .2 1 1 2 1
 .  .Hence, F z is zero-free in H outside of R and F z has its zeros in H in1
 .a compact set in C. This is, when expressed in terms of the zeros of H z ,T
the assertion of the theorem.
 .As it should be, under 2.4 , the counterexamples given are no longer
 .  .possible. Note that the functions P z , Q z are not necessarily real
 . w xfunctions i.e., real-valued for real arguments . Brauer 3, Theorem 1
proved for other purposes a similar theorem for L [ 0. He chose for his
 .purposes R [ B, which amounts to coefficients P z which are zero-free1
in H. The previous reasoning clarifies how Brauer's theorem can be
w xextended to Corollary 2.2. For a complete proof, see 1, Theorem 3.3 .
 .  .COROLLARY 2.2. Let P z , Q z be analytical functions in an open set
 .  .containing H which obey 2.4 . If P z / 0 in H and
< < < <Q iy - P iy , y g R, 2.9 .  .  .
 .then H z / 0 in H.T
Brauer's theorem in the form of Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 2.1 allow, as
already mentioned, the treatment of the neutral polynomial case and the
neutral polynomial case with several delays. Besides this, it provides a
 .  .  .means to define the neutral case for general analytical P z , Q z via 2.4
where L is now any positive number. Theorem 2.1 says nothing about the
 .necessity of the condition 2.4 . Also, it remains undiscussed here which
 .neutral cases can be treated under 2.4 and which cannot. For some
w xdiscussion, see 1 .
We confine ourselves to an example. Consider the neutral polynomial
 .  .  .case where P z is a monic polynomial and Q z [ L ? Q z withmon
 .L g C and Q z is a second monic polynomial of the same degree. Themon
 .zeros of H z are distributed along the curve defined byT
P z . yz T< <s Le . 2.10 .
Q z .mon
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 .  < <.This curve has the vertical asymptote Re z s ln L rT. Therefore, the
 . < <  .H z has infinitely many zeros in H when L ) 1 in 2.9 . So, apart fromT
< <  .the possible exception of the case L s 1, the L in 2.4 cannot be
enlarged in the special case just under discussion.
3. AN ALTERNATIVE DERIVATION OF A CENTRAL
w xFORMULA OF 5
 .In the binomial case 1.1 as well as in the trinomial case with commen-
 .surate delays 0, T , and 2T , it is possible to solve H z s 0 explicitly forT
T. We find in our case
Ln yQ z rP z L z .  .  .
T s \ \ f z . 3.1 .  .
z z
 .The origin z s 0 is a simple or multiple zero of H if and only ifT
 .  .  .P 0 q Q 0 s 0. So, hypothesis iii assures that z s 0 is not a zero of
 .H . Denote by A the set of singularities of f z in H, i.e., the set ofT
 .  .  .noncommon zeros of the pair P z , Q z in H and z s 0. Then f z is
  . 4analytic in the punctured right half-plane z g C: Re z G 0 _ A. Clearly,
 .H z / 0 in A so that no zeros are lost due to the last restriction. Fixing aT
 . w  .xbranch of Ln, z s z T moves along that part of the curve Im f z s 0
which correspond to T G 0. All zeros of H lie on the curve C defined byT T
< < < yz T <P z s Q z e . 3.2 .  .  .
Possible intersection points of C with I solveT
< < < <P iy s Q iy . 3.3 .  .  .
 .  .A solution point of 3.3 inserted in 3.1 defines an infinite sequence of
 .nonnegative T solving H z s 0. We wish to know if a zero of H on IT T
enters or leaves H with increasing T. Undoubtedly, the Lagrange]BurmannÈ
 w x.inversion formula see Whittacker and Watson 8 is the method of choice
 .to study z T in the neighborhood of z s iy when some first derivatives of
 .f z vanish at z s iy. It is, however, a rather entangled problem of a global
analysis to decide whether or not all theoretically possible cases can really
 w x .occur as Lee and Hsu 6 apparently assumed . In the generic case,
 .f 9 iy / 0, we proceed as follows. With the notation [ drdT and 9 [Ç
 .  .drdz, it follows from 3.1 for z s z T that
L z L9 z .  .
1 s z y q ,Ç 2 zz
3.4 .
z
z s .Ç
L9 z y T .
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w  .xDenote further s [ sgn Re z . Then, on z s iy, y ) 0,Ç Ç
s s sgn Re z L9 z y T . 4Ç  .
s sgn Re zL9 z . 4
s sgn Re iL9 z . 4
dL iy .
s sgn yRe  5dy
d
s sgn y Re L iy 4 .
dy
2
d P iy .
s sgn ln  /dy Q iy .
21 d P iy .
s sgn 2  /dy Q iy< <  .P iy rQ iy .  .
2
d P iy .
s sgn
dy Q iy .
2< <1 d P iy d .2 2< < < <s sgn ? P iy y ? Q iy .  . .2 4dy dy< < < <Q iy Q iy .  .
d 2 2< < < <s sgn P iy y Q iy . 3.5 .  .  . .
dy
 . w xThe last line in 3.5 is a central formula from 5 }a considerable
achievement. It connects the horizontal moving sense s of a zero ofÇ
 .H z on I when T increases in the generic transversal case with aT
<  .  . <property of P iy rQ iy . The preceding derivation seems simpler and
w xmore concise than that in 5 . This judgment is, however, to a certain
extent, personal.
4. ON THE COMPUTATION OF THE
SET OF STABLE DELAYS
 .  .Statement b of Theorem 1 gives only qualitative asymptotical T ª `
 .  .  .information; after possible stability changes, H z with real P z , Q zT
becomes, eventually, unstable when T becomes large enough. It is desir-
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 .able to determine the exact set T of values T G 0 for which H z is stableT
and to know the number of stability switches in a given delay interval
w x0, T . This is a nontrivial task. We shall obtain a formally explicit repre-
sentation for T.
 .  .The set of zeros of the real H z consists of the common zeros of P zT
 .  .and Q z and the remaining ones. For the latter, H z s 0 may beT
written as
P z .
zTe s y1. 4.1 .
Q z .
 .   .  .. Taking the logarithm leads to L z [ zT q Ln P z rQ z s ip 2k yT
 ..  4sgn k , k g Z _ 0 . Subsequent decomposition into real and imaginary
 .part brings 4.1 with z [ x q iy in system form:
P z .
zTe s 1,
Q z .
4.2 .
P z .
 4F z [ yT q Arg s 2k y sgn k p , k g Z _ 0 . .  . .T  5Q z .
 .The branch of L z is yet to be chosen. Let A be the union of the sets ofT
 .  .  .the noncommon zeros of P z and Q z in H. Then L z can be definedT
on an open set containing the punctured right half-plane H [ H _ A as aA
single-valued function. For each a g A, slit H along the right horizontalA
  .  .  .  .4half-line L [ z g C: Im z s Im a , Re z G Re a and declare thea
slitted half-plane closed along the upper margin of each branch cut L ,a
 .and open along the lower margin. Finally, we choose the branch of L zT
 .  .  .so that a L z g R for z ) 0 large enough and b F is continuous forT T
 .z g H . Let C be the solution curve of the first equation of 4.2 andA T
 .S that of the second one. The pair C , S forms as an image of aT ,k T T , k
pair of orthogonal curves in a complex preimage plane under the confor-
mal mapping Ly1 a pair of orthogonal curves for all admissible T and k.T
 .The intersection point C l S defines the zero z T of H . We listT T , k k T
some properties of the restrictions C l H and S l H . The sameT A T , k A
notation will be used for the restricted and unrestricted curves.
 .  41 C and S are symmetrical to the real axis; in particu-T T , k k g Z _04
lar, z g S implies z g S .T , k T , yk
 .2 C occupies, uniformly in T , only a compact set of H .T A
 .3 C avoids A.T
 .4 Any component of C connects a point of I with another pointT
of I.
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 .5 Any component of S connects a point of I j A with anotherT , k
point of I j A.
 .  .6 The range of the odd function F iy with respect to T for fixedT
w  . .y is F iy , q` .0
 .7 The function F varies monotonously along C .T T
 .  .The proof of 1 ] 7 is straightforward and omitted. At multiple roots of
H in H the tangent direction serves to declare connection betweenT
 .  .components of C . Property 2 follows from 2.4 and sets forth theT
 4one-parameter family of functions H the boundary crossing princi-T T g Rq
ple in forth:
The number, N T , of zeros of H in H is only altered . T BCP .by zeros crossing the imaginary axis ­ H.
 .The zeros are to be counted with multiplicity. The validity of BCP allows
 4us to embed a given H into the family H and to observe theT T T g Rq
 . w xdevelopment of N T in the interval 0, T . In other words, given H , theT
 .natural homotopy via T between H and H is studied. Given iy g I, 60 T
 .   .4tells us that only the zeros with numbers k g Z y [ k g Z: k G k y
 .pass this point where k stems from 4.6 .
 .  .The asymptotics T ª ` for the zeros z T f A with k arbitrarilyk
 .  .fixed is clear. Let P be the zero set of P z in Re z ) 0 and Q the set for
 .  .  .Q z in Re z - 0. Then the following alternative holds: either z Tk
 . w  . xapproaches P or it approaches Q or z T ª ip 2k y sgn k q b rTk
 .  .  .  .where b [ 0 for P 0 rQ 0 ) 0 and b [ 1 for P 0 rQ 0 - 0.
We now consider the intersection points of C with the imaginary axisT
 .I. The first equation of 4.2 may then be rewritten as an equation free
of T :
< < 2 < < 2F y [ P iy y Q iy s 0. 4.3 .  .  .  .
 4This means geometrically that all curves of the family C have theT T g Rq
same intersection points with I.
 .  .If there are no intersection points, then N T s N 0 for all T G 0. We
 .  .come to the less trivial case. Suppose F y with F 0 / 0 has exactly
m ) 0 positive zeros which are simple and are numbered in decreasing
order:
0 - y - y - ??? - y - q`. 4.4 .m my1 1
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 .If also the second equation of 4.2 is fulfilled, i.e., for the delay values
2k y sgn k p q Arg Q iy rP iy . .  4 .  .j j
T s T [ , j s 1 1 m , .j , k yj
4.5 .k g Z y \ Z , .j j
 .  .the point z T s iy is a zero of H z , provided T G 0. The right-handk j, k j T
 .side of 4.2 must lie in the range of F . This means k G k whereT j
1 Arg Q iy rP iy 4 .  .j j
k [ y y y . 4.6 .j 2 2p
 .  .Under the decomposition k s k q k y k , 4.5 appears asj j
a q 2 k y k p .j j
T s T [ , k G k ,j , k jyj
4.7 .
Q iy .j
a [ 2k y 1 p q Arg , .j j  5P iy .j
where 0 F a - 2p . We shall also use T X [ T . While k numbersj j, k j, kqk j
 .the zeros, k y k in 4.7 counts the zeros which cross I at the pointj
z s iy for a T G 0.j
w xDeviating from the authors of 5 , we consider henceforth the case of
asymptotical stability in which a zero on I is an unstable zero. For the
w  .xmoving senses s [ sgn Re z at z [ iy , the following relation holds:Ç Çj j
jq1sgn s s y1 , j s 1 1 m. 4.8 .  .  .Ç .j
 .  .  . w xFor polynomials P z and Q z , 4.8 is known to be true; see 5, Sect. 3 .
 .  .  .  .In the general case, we use 3.5 and F y from 4.3 . From 2.4 it follows
 . < <that F y ) 0 for y ª `. The remaining argumentation is borrowed
w x  .from 5, Sect. 4 . The pair y , y , j s 1 1 m y 1, is a pair of simplej jq1
 .consecutive zeros and F y has there a pair of sign changes. Therefore,
 .s s s y1. From F y ) 0 for large y ) 0 it follows that s s 1, andÇ Ç Çj jq1 1
 .hence 4.8 .
 .Now, 4.8 tells us that zeros enter H at z s iy for odd m and leave form
even m. So, with increasing T ) 0, for infinitely many T-values from a first
 X 4arithmetical sequence, T , a zero pair enters H at z s "iy1, k k G 0 1
transversally; infinitely often, a zero pair leaves H for other T-values from
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 X 4a second arithmetical sequence, T at z s "iy and so forth,2, k k G 0 2
 .alternately for all m sequences. The number N T of zeros which entered
w xH at z s "iy , j odd, while the delay runs increasingly through 0, T is,j
 .  . w .  .xaccording to 4.7 , N T [ 2 Ty y a r 2p . This is also the number ofj j j
zeros which have left H at z s "iy with an even index j providedj
T / T . A zero on I is asymptotically unstable. Taking into account thej, k
 .latter, we find for N T the representation
m Ty y aj jjq1N T [ N 0 q 2 y1 , 4.9 .  .  .  . 2p jjs1
w x w xwhere t [ t for odd j as well as for even j in the case t f Z butj
w xt [ t y 1 for t g Z and even j.j
 .We draw a first consequence of 4.9 . The asymptotical formula
T mq 1N T s ? y y y q y y y q ??? q y1 y q O 1 , .  .  . .1 2 3 4 mp 4.10 .
T ª `,
 . w x  4follows from 4.9 upon using the decomposition t s t q t for t g R.
w xThis means the existence of T* from Theorem 1 of 5 . The trivial
 4  .inequality 0 F t - 1 for the remainder mod 1 in the O 1 term gives for
 .all N 0 the upper bounds
mq 11 mp q a y a q ??? q y1 a .1 2 m
T* - ? mq 12 y y y q ??? q y1 y .1 2 m 4.11 .
mp
- .mq 1y y y q ??? q y1 y .1 2 m
We consider the dependence of the T on the first index. Evidently, aj, k
 .   .  ..monotone increasing a y [ Arg P iy rQ iy ensures a monotone in-
 .crease of T in the second index. The mentioned monotony of a y isj, k
 .  .given, for instance, if P z and Q yz are real Hurwitz polynomials. We
w xhave studied in detail a special case of this kind in 2 . In general, however,
 .  .the initial stability, N 0 s 0, does not imply an increasing a y .
To demonstrate this, we consider, for 0 - m - n, n y m ) 2, 0 - a - 1,
and Q ) 0,
n m yzTH z [ z q 1 q Q ? z q a e . 4.12 .  .  .  .T
 . w  .  .xIn the present case, a y [ n ? arctan y y m arctan yra has a mini-
mum at
m y a a m .
y s y# [ , 0 - a - m [ . 4.13 .( 1 y ma n
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 .  .We wish to choose Q so that N 0 s 0 but N T is not constant.
Considering H along I leads for zeros of H on I to the equationT T
for y2:
n21 q y .
2 2Q y [ s Q . 4.14 .  .m2 2a q y .
2 .The positive minimizer of Q y is
2m y a
y s y [ . 4.15 .(0 1 y m
2 2 . 2 2  . 2Denote Q [ Q y . For Q ) Q , 4.14 has two or one solutions y so0 0 0
 .that N T cannot be constant. The n zeros of H solve0
n
z q 1 .
s yQ. 4.16 .m
z q a .
For small Q ) 0, all n zeros of H lie near z s y1. When Q becomes0
large enough, m zeros lie near z s ya and the remaining n y m ones
allow the asymptotic representation
1rnym.z [ exp ip 2k y 1 r n y m ? Q ? 1 q o 1 , .  .  .k 4.17 .
Q ª `, k s 1 1 n y m. .
For n y m ) 2 and large Q, the pair z , z lies in H. By virtue of the1 1
 .continuity of the zeros on Q, there is a smallest Q such that N 0 s 0 for1
w .  .  .Q g 0, Q . For Q ) Q , the interval Q , Q is such that N 0 s 0 and1 1 0 0 1
 .  .N T is not constant and a y does not increase for all y. We have yet to
specify conditions under which Q ) Q takes place. For1 0
2 2m y a 1 m y a
arctan y m arctan ?( ( /  /1 y m a 1 y m
p 2k y 1 .
/ , k s 1 1 n , 4.18 .  .
n
no zero of H can fall at the minimizer of Q2 and thus Q ) Q .0 1 0
 .Inequality 4.18 excludes for given n, m at most a finite number of
 .  .a-values. For all other values a g 0, m , the interval Q , Q has a0 1
positive length.
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Denote by C the component of C in H which starts at iy ) 0.T , 2 jy1 T 2 jy1
 w x4It must end at a point iy ) 0, 2k g 2, 4, . . . , 2 mr2 or at2 k 2 jy12 jy1
yiy . We pair an odd-numbered y ) 0 with an even-numbered y ) 02 k 2 jy1
when both are connected by a component of C :T
y , y , y , y , . . . , y , y , T G 0. 4.19 .  .  .  .1 2 k T . 3 2 k T . 2 my1 2 k T .1 3 my1
For odd m, one odd indexed y cannot find a partner. Such y will be
numbered y . We assume momentarily that there is at most one such y.m
We shall show in Section 5 that there are H exhibiting for all T G 0 theT
pairing
w xk [ 2 j, j s 1 1 mr2 . 4.20 .  .2 jy1
 .In the sequel we construct an H having a pairing different from 4.20 .T
We start from
0 yzT iaH z [ z y a z y a q Qe , a [ ie , 0 - a - pr4. .  .  .T 1 1 1
4.21 .
 . 0For Q [ sin 2a - Q - 1, C consists of one component C , a de-0 T T , 1
formed lemniscate arc, in H connecting iy0 with iy0 where1 2
j0 2 2’y [ cos 2a y y1 Q y sin 2a , j s 1, 2. 4.22’  .  .  .  .j
The objective is to place a second component within the first one. To this
0 0  .end, we add to H a common zero pair a , a on I so that y - Im aT 2 2 2 2
- y0:1
yz TH z [ z y a z y a ? z y a z y a q Qe .  .  . .  .T 2 2 1 1
s z y a z y a z y a z y a .  . .  .1 1 2 2
yz Tq Q ? z y b z y b e , 4.23 .  . .1 1
where b [ a . In order to deform the point curve pair z s b , b into a1 2 1 1
small closed curve pair, C , around z s b , b , each curve carrying oneT , 3 1 1
zero of H , we position b outside H, subtending a small distance to IT 1
between a and a . The choice T [ 5 and a [ 28, d [ 0.15 and Q [ 0.51 2
in
a [ a y i2 d ,2 1
4.24 .
b [ 2 Re a q i Im a y d .  . .1 1 1
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serves the present purposes. Under this choice, the function
2
z y a z y a z y a z y a .  . .  .1 1 2 2 2F y [ y Q , z [ iy .
z y b z y b .  .1 1
2 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2y qRe a qIm a y qRe a qIm a .  .  .  . .  .1 1 2 2
2s yQ22 2 2 2y qRe b qIm b .  . .1 1
22 2s y y cos 2a q sin 2a .  . .
22= y y cos 2a q 4d cos a y d .  . . .
2q 4d cos a y sin 2a .  . . /
222 2y y cos a y d q 4 sin a .  . . .
22 2q16 sin a cos a y d y Q 4.25 .  .  . . /
has four positive zeros y ) y ) y ) y ) 0. The pair iy , iy g C is1 2 3 4 2 3 T , 3
close to b and the other pair iy , iy g C plays the role of the initial1 1 4 T , 1
pair iy0, iy0. Figure 2 shows the components C , C in a left neighbor-1 2 T , 1 T , 3
 .  .  .hood of H. We see that 4.19 becomes y , y , y , y in the present1 4 3 2
 .example and present parameter choice. The asymptotic Q ª ` approxi-
mation
b T1b y a b y a b y a b y a e .  . .  .1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2
z T f b y 4.26 .  .1 b y b Q .1 1
 .shows that z T spirals counterclockwise with increasing T. For T larger
 .than a critical value, the pairing 4.20 takes place; cf. Fig. 3.
We aim now at the determination of the solution set T [ T g
 . 4  .R : N T s 0 under the assumption N 0 [ 0. This amounts to theq
 .calculation of the zero set of a counting function N: R ª N from 4.9 .q 0
A geometrical argumentation indicates a way to do this, when some
additional information is available.
 .We assume the pairing 4.19 is known for all T G 0. In order to avoid
double indices in the sequel, we rename the y with even indices such that
 .  .4.20 is satisfied. The original ordering 4.4 by magnitude may be de-
stroyed for the even-numbered y.
Stability means that all components C in H are free of zeros ofT , 2 jy1
H . Therefore, H is unstable if a certain component C carries aT T T , 2 jy1
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zT<  . . . . w .FIG. 2. The solution component of e z y a z y a z y a z y a r z y b z y1 1 2 2 1
ia.x <b s Q for a s ie , a s 28, a s a y i2 d, b s a y id, d s 0.15, Q s 0.5, T s 5 in the1 1 2 1 1 1
 .  .rectangle y1 F Re z F 1r2, 0 F Im z F 1.5; null circles around a , a , b .1 2 1
zT<  . . . . w .FIG. 3. The solution component of e z y a z y a z y a z y a r z y b z y1 1 2 2 1
ia.x <b s Q for a s ie , a s 28, a s a y i2 d, b s a y id, d s 0.15, Q s 0.5, T s 10 in1 1 2 1 1 1
 .  .the rectangle y1 F Re z F 1r2, 0 F Im z F 1.5; null circles around a , a , b .1 2 1
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c w xzero. This is exactly for T g T the case where, with M [ mr2 ,2 jy1
` `
X XcT [ T , T \ T , T , j s 1 1 M . .D D2 jy1 2 jy1, k 2 j , k 2 jy1, k 2 j , k
ksk ks02 jy1, 0
4.27 .
 .Notice that the second index of the interval ends in 4.27 is the same: the
same zero is prosecuted. The inequality T X - T X follows from the2 jy1, k 2 j, k
 .  . cpairing 4.19 . From 4.27 follows the instability of H for T g T whereT
T c j T c j ??? j T c , m even,1 3 my1cT [ 4.28 .c c c T j T j ??? j T j T , q` , m odd..1 3 my2 m , 0
The set of T for which H is stable is the complement of T c with respectT
 4 cto R [ T g R: T G 0 . Denote by T the complement of any set T of0
c  .  .  .T-values. Given T by 4.28 , 4.27 , and 4.7 , determine T. The solution in
terms of the T is2 jy1
T l T l ??? l T , m even,1 3 my1
T s 4.29 . T l T l ??? l T l 0, T , m odd..1 3 my1 m , 0
 .The complement of the set from 4.27 is
`
X X XT s 0, T j T , T . 4.30 ..  .D2 jy1 2 jy1, 0 2 j , k 2 jy1, kq1
ks0
 .  .Equation 4.30 is correct if all the intervals in 4.27 are disjoint and
remains generally correct under the adoption of the convention, that an
 .  .  .open interval a, b ; R is empty for a G b. Formulas 4.29 and 4.30
provide a representation of the stability set T. This representation can be
 X 4made more parsimonious. The double sequence T is arithmetical withj, k
respect to the second index. The sequence of interval lengths LX [2 jy1, k
X X X X  .T y T s T y T q 2kp 1ry y 1ry is a sequence2 jy1, k 2 j, k 2 jy1, 0 2 j, 0 2 jy1 2 j
of the same type and is monotone in second index k. Therefore, only
 .finitely many intervals in 4.30 can be nonempty. The k th interval in
 .4.30 is not empty if and only if
T X - T X . 4.31 .2 j , k 2 jy1, kq1
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 .Solving 4.31 for k leads for y ) y to2 jy1 2 j
y q a y y a y r2p .2 j 2 jy1 2 j 2 j 2 jy1
k - \ K . 4.32 .jy y y2 jy1 2 j
For y - y , the inequality sign and the sign of K is to be reversed.2 jy1 2 j j
Consider T for the first three m. For m s 1, the first interval on the
 .  .right-hand side of 4.30 is T. When k in 4.30 is restricted by 0 F k - K1
 . then 4.30 provides T for m s 2. Define K [ a y ry y0 m 2 jy1 m
.  .a r 2p y 1 g R to be the solution of the linear equation for k g R:2 jy1
T X s T X . 4.33 .2 jy1, kq1 m , 0
 .  .Then, for odd m, K is to be replaced by min K , K . This way 4.30 alsoj j 0
 .yields the explicit T for m s 3 when the first interval in 4.30 is replaced
w  X X 4.  .by 0, min T , T . Assume the - sign in 4.32 .1, 0 m , 0
The number of stability switches belonging to T is the number,2 jy1
S , of positive interval ends and therefore2 jy1
1 q K , K f N,j j
S [ 1 q 2 ? 4.34 .2 jy1  K , K g N.j j
 .The calculation of the intersections in 4.29 is the last step to be carried
 .  .out. Reversing the order of intersection and union in 4.29 and 4.30
 .gives for the intersection in 4.29 reaching up to T the representationmy 1
M
X XT s T , T . 4.35 . .D F 2 j , k 2 jy1, k q1j j
y1Fk FK js1j j
1FjFM
w .  .Take 0, T for k s y1 in 4.35 . The intersection of M open2 jy1, 0 j
intervals is again an open interval. We have, in terms of the resulting
interval,
T s T# , TU , .D k , k , . . . , k k , k , . . . , k1 2 M 1 2 M
y1Fk -Kj j
1FjFM
TU [ min T X : j s 1 1 M , . 4k , k , . . . , k 2 jy1, k q11 2 M j
4.36 .
T# [ max T X : j s 1 1 M . . 4k , k , . . . , k 2 j , k1 2 M j
 .For greater K , the majority of the intervals in 4.36 is expected to bej
 .empty. In order to get rid of as much void open intervals in 4.36 as
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possible, we choose the index k [ k which belongs to the interval chain1
T with smallest interval distance from interval to neighbor interval under1
all T as the independent reference index in carrying out the M-fold2 jy1
union. Consider an interval of T with index k. An interval under the1
 .union sign in 4.36 can only be nonempty if
T X , T X l T X , T X / B, j s 2 1 M . 4.37 .  .  . .2, k 1, kq1 2 j , p 2 jy1, pq1
 .Solving 4.37 for p amounts to
y ? T X y T X .2 jy1 2, k 2 jy1, 0
k p [ y 1 .j , 1 2p
y ? T X y T X .2 j 1, kq1 2 j , 0
- p - \ k p . 4.38 .  .j , 22p
Without further assumptions, nothing can be said about the interval
 .  .lengths k p y k p . These numbers depend on the finer details ofj, 2 j, 1
 .  .the distribution of the triples a , k , y . Using 4.38 in 4.36 results inj 2 jy1, 0 j
K1
UT s T# , T . 4.39 . .D D k , k , . . . , k k , k , . . . , k2 M 2 M
ksy1  .  .k k -k -k kj, 1 j j , 2
2FjFM
 . w .For odd m, T from 4.39 is to be replaced by T l 0, T . Again, them , 0
 .majority of intervals appearing in 4.39 is expected to be void for larger m.
 .Formula 4.39 is the explicit representation of T announced at the
beginning of this section.
 .It poses no difficulties to evaluate 4.39 algorithmically; one obtains T
 .from 4.39 recursively by uniting an open interval with a finite union of
nonoverlapping open intervals finitely often. It is presently not clear to the
w x  .author which of all m ? mr2 ! combinatorically possible pairings 4.19
can be generated from functions H . For more than one unpaired y, ifT
possible at all, the quantity T X is the minimum of all those T-values.m , 0
 .Fortunately, it is possible to calculate the zero set of N T without any
further restrictions. For our present purposes, it is beneficial to write the
 .expression for the number of zero crossings in the upper half-plane N T
in the form
m Ty q 2pbj jjq1N T [ y1 , .  . 2p jjs1
0 - b - 1, y ) y ) ??? ) y ) 0. 4.40 .j 1 2 m
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 .The function N T may also assume negative values as the example m s 2
 .  .and 1 y b r 1 y b - y - y shows. Such functions cannot stem from2 1 2 1
 .  .an H . The relation between the a from 4.7 and the b from 4.40 isT j j
2pb [ 2p y a .j j
 4  .  .LEMMA 4.1. The zero set T j 0 of N T from 4.40 allows the
representation
T [ ??? T# n , T* n , .  . .D D D
0Fn -N M -n -N M -n -N1 1 2 2 2 m m m
n [ n , n , . . . , n g Nm , .1 2 m 0
max T , n / 0,j , n j1FjFmT# n [ .  0, n s 0,
T* n [ min T , . j , n q1j1FjFm
2p
T [ ? k y b , .j , k jyj
mq 1
b y p mq1 r2 y b yb q???q y1 b .  . .1 1 1 2 m
N [ q ? , 4.41 .1 mq12p 2p y yy q???q y1 y .1 2 m
M [ max m y 1r2 y d , 4k j , k j , k
1Fj-k
N [ max m y 1r2 q d , 4k j , k j , k
1Fj-k
n y b y 1r2 .j j
m [ y ? q b ,j , k k k /yj
1 yk
d [ q .j , k 2 2 yj
Except for the first, all unions comprise at most two cases.
Proof. It is already known that T is open in R . The open sets in Rq q
are formed by unions of open intervals. Under the conditions on the b inj
 .  .4.40 , one has N 0 s 0. The set T is not empty since it contains the
w .  .initial interval 0, t where t [ min 2p 1 y b ry ) 0. We may1F jF m j j
 .therefore select a T g T. Then there is a point n [ n , n , . . . , n in the1 2 m
lattice Nm of nonnegative numbers in m dimensions such that0
m
L n [ n y n q ??? q y1 n s 0, .  .1 2 m
Ty q 2pbj j
n [ N T [ . 4.42 .  .j j 2p j
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To determine T, we reverse dependencies when considering the lattice
point n as the independent variable. Given n, we wish to determine the set
N ; Nm of all n for which T g T takes place.0
m  .First, N ; N is a subset of the lattice hyperplane L n s 0. To find the0
remaining conditions defining N, we introduce the interiors T of thej
 .solution sets of N T s n in barycentric representation:j j
p p
T n [ T , T s T y , T q , .  .j j , n j , n q1 j , n q1r2 j , n q1r2j j j j /y yj j
4.43 .
2p
T [ ? k y b . .j , k jyj
 .  .  .  .given n, there are T g T n [ T n l T n l ??? l T n only under1 2 m
 .  wnonemptyness, T n / B. A well-known theorem of Helly see 7, Theorem
x.  .  .6.1 on the intersections of convex sets says that T n / B iff T n lj
m .  .  .T n / B for all pairs j, k , 1 F j - k F m. The two open intervalsk 2
 .  .c y l, c q l , c9 y l9, c9 q l9 ; R with centers c, c9 and lengths 2 l, 2 l9
have a nonempty intersection iff the centers are not too far apart:
< <c y c9 - l q l9. 4.44 .
m m .  .  .Applying 4.44 to T n yields the system of inequalities for n g N :02
p p
T y T - q , 1 F j - k F m. 4.45 .j , n q1r2 k , n q1r2j k y yj k
m .  .  .Using the definition of T from 4.43 shows that 4.45 is a system ofj, k 2
pairs of linear inequalities for n:
n y b y y 1r2 n y b y y 1r2 . .j j j k k ky
y yj k
1 1
- q , 1 F j - k F m. 4.46 .
2 y 2 yj k
 .  .Thus, we have found with L n from 4.42 the representation
N [ n g Nm : L n s 0, L n ) 0, 1 F j - k F m , .  . 40 j , k
1 1 n y b y1r2 n y b y1r2 . .j j k k
L n [ q y y . 4.47 .  .j , k 2 y 2 y y yj k j k
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More geometrically, N [ P l Z m is the set of lattice points lying in the
m y 1-dimensional convex polyhedron P ; Rm defined as follows. For
m  .  .n g R define L, L by L L s 0 and L L ) 0. The closed positivej, k j, k j, k
 m 4orthant is O [ n g R : n G 0, . . . , n G 0 . Then P [ O l Lq 1 m q
 .l L . Carrying out the intersection T n we have, in terms1F j- k F m j, k
of N,
T [ T# n , T* n , .  . .D
ngN
T# n [ max T , . j , n j1FjFm
4.48 .
T* n [ min T . . j , n q1j1FjFm
 .The membership n g N guarantees that all open intervals in 4.48 are
 .nonvoid. Adopting the convention that the open interval a, b is void for
a G b allows us to replace N by any larger set. The choice L [ L l Z m in
place of N gives a representation of T in which almost all intervals behind
 .the union sign in 4.48 are empty.
To find a smaller set comprising N, we introduce the m-vectors c, d, g, g j
 .via the coordinate unit vectors e [ 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 , 1 F j F m, wherej
unity takes the jth position, as follows:
c [ b y 1r2, b y 1r2, . . . , b y 1r2 , .1 2 m
d [ e q ??? qe ,1 m
mq 1g [ e y e q ??? q y1 e , .1 2 m 4.49 .
1
g [ e , 1 F j F m.j jyj
Notice that y1r2 - c - 1r2 for all components c of c under thej j
 .conditions of 4.40 . In terms of the preceding vectors, N is the solution set
m 2 .of the Diophantine system formed by one hyperplane and m q 2 s m2
half-spaces
n ? g s 0,
n ? e G 0, 1 F j F m ,j
4.50 .
1
< <n y c ? g y g - g q g ? d \ d , 1 F j - k F m. .  .  .j k j k j , k2
m  .For n g R , 4.50 is solved by P. The group of the last inequalities in
 .  .4.50 may be written with c [ c ? g y g and Kronecker's symbolj, k j k
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d as pairs of parallel half-spacesl, m
l l  l .y1 n ? g y g - d q y1 c \ b , .  .  .j k j , k j , k j , k
1 F j - k F m , l s 1, 2,
l l
d q y1 b d y y1 b .  .l , 1 j l , 2 k l . 4.51 .b [ q .j , k y yj k
1. 2.  .  .The relation b s b is evident and the estimate 1r 2 y q 1r 2 y Fj, k k , j j k
b l . - 1ry q 1ry assures the positivity of the b l . for both values of l.k , j j k j, k
 .Consider the m linear functions F n [ n ? e , j s 1 F j F m, and thej j
quantities
M [ inf F n , N [ sup F n . 4.52 .  .  .j j j j
ngP ngP
 .Let V be the vertex set of P. This is the set of solutions of 4.50 for which
exactly m y 1 inequalities hold with the equality sign. One knows from the
theory of linear programming that M , N are assumed on V; i.e., P inj j
 .4.52 can be replaced by V. The membership 0 g V implies M [ 0. Thej
w x w x w xinterval I [ 0, N = 0, N = ??? = 0, N contains P. Best possible up-1 2 m
per bounds N are less simple to obtain.j
2 Ä .  .Define the m = 1 q m matrix A of all normal vectors from 4.50 and
Ä .4.51 in terms of g [ g y g and the vector b of the correspondingj, k j k
right-hand sides by
ÄA [ e , e , . . . , e , g , g , . . . , g , g , . . . , g , . . . , 1 2 m 1, 2 1, 3 1, m 2, 3 2, m
g , yg , . . . , yg , g ,.my 1, m 1, 2 my1, m
4.53 .
Ä 2. 2. 2. 2. 2.b [ 0, 0, . . . , 0, b , b , . . . , b , b , . . . , b , . . . , 1, 2 1, 3 1, m 2, 3 2, m
b2. , b1. , . . . , b1. , 0 ..my 1, m 1, 2 my1, m
m2 Ä .Not all of the m = m submatrices A of A formed with g and m y 1m
different vectors are nonsingular. For example, A formed with e , e , andj k
g is singular because the latter is a linear combination of the former.j, k
 .Letting A run through all pairs A, b with det A / 0 yields
y1 ÄV ; A b: A is an m = m submatrix of A, det A / 0 . 4.54 .  . 4
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The vertex set V may be partitioned by V [ V9 j V0 where V9 [ V l ­ Oq
and V0 [ V _ V9. For vertices in V9 the p in
A [ e , . . . , e , g y g , . . . , g y g , g , .j j j k j k1 p pq1 pq1 my1 my1
 4j F j , j - k , j , k g 1, . . . , m . 4.55 .l lq1 l l l l
 4  4 Xis positive. Define J9 [ j , j , . . . , j and J0 [ 1, . . . , m _ J . Now, de-1 2 p
 .  .compose the vectors appearing in 4.50 and 4.51 into primed and
double-primed subvectors with component indices in J9 and J0, respec-
tively. So the decomposition reads n [ n9 q n0 for n. Observe that
primed and double-primed vectors are orthogonal. From this fact and from
the unique solution n9 s 0 of the subsystem n ? e s 0, j g J9, it followsj
 .  .that the remaining system for n0 is again 4.50 and 4.51 but in double-
primed version:
A0 [ gY y gY , . . . , gY y gY , g0 . 4.56 . .j k j kpq 1 pq1 my1 my1
 .  .This sparse m y p = m y p matrix has exactly two nonzero elements
in each column. Any nonsingular matrix may lead to a vertex of P. As we
shall see in the sequel, we can circumvent further investigations on this
line. We will need only a bound for N and not N itself.1 1
 .We turn to the solution of the last subsystem in 4.50 and write the
 .single-system inequality L n ) 0 as an inequality for n , k ) j:j, k k
1 yk
< <n y n y 1r2 - q \ d ,j , k k j , k /2 2 yj
4.57 .
n q 1r2 y b yj j j
n [ y ? q b .j , k k k /yj
From 1r2 - d - 1 it follows that L ) 0 has at least one and at mostj, k j, k
two solutions n :k
w x w xn g n , 1 q n . 4.58 . 4k j , k j , k
 .  4The larger solution in 4.58 exists only if the remainder n of n mod 1j, k j, k
is small enough:
yk 4n - . 4.59 .j , k 2 yj
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The system for n to be solved is
L n ) 0, L n ) 0, L n ) 0, ??? L n ) 0, .  .  .  .1, 2 1, 3 1, 4 1, m
L n ) 0, L n ) 0, ??? L n ) 0, .  .  .2, 3 2, 4 2, m
. .. ??? .. .
L n ) 0. .my 1, m
4.60 .
 .We solve 4.60 columnwise. There are no restrictions on n , one inequal-1
ity for n , two for n , etc. The system for the k th column, k ) 1, is2 3
yd - n q 1r2 y n - d , 1 F j - k ,j , k k j , k j , k
M [ max n y 1r2 y d - n - min n y 1r2 q d \ N . 4  4k j , k j , k k j , k j , k k
1Fj-k 1Fj-k
4.61 .
 .  .Notice that M , N depend only on n , . . . , n . Using 4.61 in 4.48k k 1 ky1
allows us to replace the m-fold union by an m-times iterated union with
 .bounds M , N from 4.61 . Only a trivial upper bound M [ y1 andk k 1
w .N [ ` for the first union is momentarily at our disposal. Let T ; 0, T1
 .  .where T is known. Then it follows for our N T from 4.40 that
Ty q 2pb1 1
N [ ,1 2p
4.62 .mq 1m q 1 r2 y b y b q ??? q y1 b .  . .1 2 m
T [ 2p ? .mq 1y y y q ??? q y1 y .1 2 m
 .We used for T the bound which is analogous to 4.11 and find N in1
 .4.41 as given. This concludes the proof.
To illustrate the usage of the preceding lemma, we derive an adapted
representation for T in the cases m s 1, 2, 3.
 .Case m s 1. The system 4.50 degenerates to n ? g s n s 0. This1
 4means P s N s 0 and T is one initial interval:
2p 1 y b .1
T [ 0, . 4.63 ./y1
 .Case m s 2. Presently, the system 4.50 comprises one equality and
 .three inequalities. The first three restrict the pairs n , n to the nonnega-1 2
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 .4tive part L [ n, n of the hyperplane n ? g s 0, actually a latticenG 0
half-line. The third inequality yields the bound N . Thus, the stable zero1
 .4distributions have the form N [ n, n ? P is the interval with0 F n- N1
 .  .endpoints 0, 0 , N , N . The set T is a union of finitely many intervals:1 1
1 y b 1 y b1 2
T [ 0, 2p min , 5y y1 2
1 y b rn 1 y b rn1 2
2p n max , ,D  5 y y1 20-n-N1 4.64 .
1 y b rn 1 y b rn1 2
2p n min , , 5 /y y1 2
1 y b y q b y .1 2 2 1
N [ .1 y y y1 2
In the application to zeros of H , the first min is not necessary since it isT
 .  .impossible that N T assumes negative values. In 4.40 restrictions on the
b are, as already mentioned, not imposed. The many times reportedj
 .stability switching needs thus m ) 1. The min, max in 4.64 can be
 .  . w xdropped for y b y y b r y y y g 0, N . This is especially true for1 1 2 1 2 1 1
the b ry - b ry case. Evidently, N , as a function of y , y , is un-1 1 2 2 1 1 2
bounded. In the passage to the limit y ª y , the stable set T becomes R2 1 q
taken out an infinite arithmetic sequence. In the example of the damped
harmonic oscillator with one undelayed and one delayed restoring force
 .with H from 4.21 where a , a is either a real or a conjugate complexT 1 1
pair, the cases m s 1, 2 are realized for a [ ieia, 0 - a - pr4. Figure 41
 .  .shows the set T black for a [ 7.58. Here, d [ sin a is the damping
constant.
Case m s 3. The nonnegative hyperplane is presently L [ n , n q1 1
4n , n . Viewing n , n as independent, one obtains for the projec-3 3 n , n G 0 1 31 3
 .tion P9 of P onto the first quadrant of the n , n -plane1 3
1 1 n3 1.n y q F b ,1 1, 2 /y y y2 1 2
n n1 3l  l .y1 y F b , l s 1, 2, . 1, 3 /y y1 3 4.65 .
n 1 11l  l .y1 y n y F b , l s 1, 2. . 3 2, 3 / /y y y2 3 2
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 .  . FIG. 4. The stability set T black for the damped harmonic oscillator H z [ z yT
yz T ia. .a z y a q Qe for a s ie , a s 7.58 in the rectangle 0 F Q F 1, 0 F T F 25.1 1 1
 .The pair in the last line is solved for n which gives M , N in 4.66 . Now,3 3 3
take the last two inequalities with l s 2 as equalities. Solving the first one
as an equality paired with the second and then the first paired with the last
one for n gives two bounds for n and the smallest of them is N in1 1 1
 .4.66 . The final result is
1 y b 1 y b 1 y b1 2 3
T [ 0, 2p min , , j 5y y y1 2 3
T# n , n , T* n , n , .  . .D D 1 3 1 3
0-n -N M -n -N1 1 3 2 3
1 q b y b y q 1 y b y q b y .  .2 3 1 1 2 1 3
N [ min ,1  y y y q y1 2 3
1 y b y q b y y y y q b y q 1 y b y y .  .  . .  .1 2 2 1 2 3 2 3 3 2 1
,5y y y y q y .2 1 2 3
4.66 .
n y y b y y 1 y b y .1 3 2 3 3 2
M [ ,3 y y y2 3
n y q 1 y b y q b y .1 3 2 3 3 2
N [ ,3 y y y2 3
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FIG. 5. The boundary ­ P9 of the projection of P onto the first quadrant of the
 .n , n -plane for y s 1, y s 4r5, y s 2r5, b s 1r10, b s 3r5, b s 4r5; null circles1 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
}stable pairs.
n y b n q n y b n y b1 1 1 3 2 3 3
T# n , n [ 2p max , , , .1 3  /y y y1 2 3
n y b n q n y b n y b1 1 1 3 2 3 3
T* n , n [ 2p min , , . .1 3  /y y y1 2 3
In the generic case, the innermost union comprises one interval. Figure 5
shows P9 for y s 1, y s 4r5, y s 2r5, b s 1r10, b s 3r5, b s 4r5.1 2 3 1 2 3
 .  .  .4The set of stable triples is N [ 0, 0, 0 , 0, 1, 1 , 1, 2, 1 with N [ 29r151
 .in the present examples. Both numerators within the minimum in 4.66
stay positive in the passage to the limits y ª y , y ª 0. Hence, N and2 1 3 1
N are not uniformly bounded so that H exhibiting arbitrarily manyT
stability switches do exist. An example for m s 3 derived from an H andT
w xfor higher m was sketched in 2 .
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